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offMetro’s Core Value

Targeting Viewer Interest
One of offMetro’s most 

important goals is to target 
and understand their 

viewers

Promoting Greener 
Lifestyles

offMetro wants to promote a 
greener lifestyle for its 

readers as it promotes off 
the beaten path 

destinations.

Promoting Weekend 
Getaways
offMetro is targeting those 
who are just looking to get 
away for a weekend.

Creating/Contributing to a 
Community
offMetro creates a 
community through the 
recommendations of local 
treasures.



Offmetro’s Recommendation on distribution 
Channel

Social Media Referrals

- Facebook

- Instagram. 

- Email Marketing

- LinkedIn Ads



Facebook
-Ability to track beyond likes, 
shares and comments.

-Create Customized URLs 



Instagram
- Use Hashtags to promote 

Offmetro’s website- 
#getoffmetro

- Get occupied in 
conversations.

- Write descriptive 
captions.



Email Marketing
- Increase Brand Recognition
- Educating current and 

prospective clients 
- Target Wider Audience



LinkedIn ADS

- Ads sold through 
auction

- Creating Ads



Trends that we found

Wednesday Spike
Every Wednesday there is an 
obvious and significant 
increase of views.

Seasonal trends
There appears to be a strong 
correlation between seasonal 
activities and viewers.

Mobile Devices 
We found that about half of offMetro’s 

audience is via mobile devices.

Retention 
We found that offMetro can 

attract a lot of users but seems to 
have an issue with retaining them.



Analytics behind the trends

Wednesday Spike Seasonal trendsMobile Devices Retention



Our offMetro overall recommendations

Timing posts could improve the 
activity that articles receive and 
give a better representation of 
what is generally sought after.

Mobile users make up about half 
of the users but out of all device 
types, it has the highest bounce 

rate of 85.86%.  

Seasonality in what users search 
is important for increasing 

readers. For example, right now 
users are currently looking up fall 

themed activities.

Retaining viewers or returning 
viewers is extremely limited. 
About only 12% of users are 

returning to the site.

Timing Mobile Seasonality Retention



We recommend that the most 
articles should be published on 

Wednesday. Historically, 
Wednesdays have been the most 

active days for offMetro

Timing



Since about 50% of the users 
access the site via a mobile device, 
yet it has the highest bounce rate, 
the mobile version of the site may 

need some work.

Mobile



While there are seasonal events, 
we found that the most common 

seasonal search of apple picking is 
actually not the first one to 
appear on the page. 17.02%
of views were for seasonal 

activities

Seasonality



Returning visitors are key to 
building a strong brand and an 
engaged digital community, so 

make sure you are giving them a 
reason to keep coming back!

Retention



Most useful Google Analytics dashboards

We found that the Google 
Analytics Home page and 

Acquisitions page were 
the most useful

The Google Analytics home page created a lot of base information about the site 
activity but it also had links that would take you to different locations within 

Google Analytics that lead to further exploration of the data. We also found the 
Acquisition Dashboard as it was able to display how viewers were being acquired. 



Thanks!
Any questions?


